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Principles 
 
Conifers Primary is a THRIVE School and a Rights Respecting School.  This means we put the rights 
of the child at the heart of everything we do and the thrive approach and ethos underpins all social, 
emotional and academic learning.  We create a welcoming, safe and caring environment, where all 
positive relationships are based on mutual kindness, trust and respect.  
 
We aim to continually deepen our understanding of the impact of trauma, how social and emotional 
learning develops and can be supported and how this underpins our capacity and availability for wider 
academic learning.  We recognise that this is core to our work as a school.  
 
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that expectations of pupil behaviour are made clear and that 
behaviour across the school is continually and consistently managed.  We are clear that everyone has 
the right to feel safe, feel special and to have their needs met.  Therefore, this behaviour policy 
reflects the deeper, important social and emotional learning that each child needs to develop, both 
personally and within our community, where a consistent approach aims to ensure that one 
individual’s need and learning does not adversely impact on another’s. 
 
Aims 
 
This policy aims to make sure, as far as possible, that the children within Conifers Primary School 
behave well and their behaviour is understood.  Being able to understand, regulate and manage 
emotions, to apply thinking between feelings and action and to increasingly show empathy and 
understanding to others, is key to our learning.   
 
We aim to enable children to experience challenges, succeed in their learning and have a sense that 
learning can be fun and relevant to their lives.  We want the children to be independent, self-aware 
learners – socially, emotionally and academically, to be enthusiastic and foster a willingness to take 
risks.  From the earliest opportunity, children will be encouraged to build tolerance, make good 
choices and take responsibility, in readiness for them taking their place in society and reaching their 
full potential.  We are committed to ‘Unlocking Talent, Fulfilling Potential’

1
 to improve social mobility 

through education. 
 
Gaining a sense of pride and building self-awareness through planned and incidental social and 
emotional learning and positive experiences is part of the ethos of our school. 
 
Approaches to developing positive behaviours 
 

 High quality, differentiated education which involves pupils, builds on success, ensures 
progression, involves and informs parents. 

 For social, emotional and academic learning to be recognised, planned for and with explicit 
descriptive feedback across the day, within the classrooms and during transitions. 

 For whole class THRIVE screening and online tools to enable a strategic response to individual, 
group and cohort development, and therefore plan next steps. 

 Programmes of Citizenship and PSHE are used as rich opportunities for learning. 

 To encourage children to recognise sensations and therefore emotions, to manage their feelings 
by separating feelings and actions and allowing opportunities for thinking to take place between 
the two. 

 For children to become increasingly self-aware, taking responsibility for themselves and their 
actions in age appropriate ways. 

 Where need is identified, for structured, tailored, group and individual programmes, creative 
activities and outdoor learning to be incorporated into action plans. 

 Any plan of action is agreed and shared in a working partnership with parents and carers. 

 For individuals with Special Needs (SEND) to be recognised within our behaviour systems with 
appropriate personalised support to ensure they can manage within boundaries that are 
recognised as fair and consistent for all. 

                                                           
1
 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-social-mobility-through-education 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improving-social-mobility-through-education
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 The way the school reinforces behaviour choices to be based on our positive, clear and 
consistent responses within boundaries that offer safety. 

 Children need to know explicitly what behaviour is expected in different circumstances. 

 The consequences for appropriate and inappropriate behaviour choices to be agreed and known 
to all involved. 

 Using Fixed Term Internal or External Exclusions may all be part of a positive behaviour approach 
and provide evidence of a child’s specific needs. 

 Adults to be observant, open and inclusive, act as role models, particularly in how respect is 
shown, and co-regulators as needed. 

 We notice and reward positive behaviour, challenge inappropriate behaviour and set achievable 
targets for development. 

 
THRIVE approach  
 
THRIVE is a dynamic, developmental approach to working with children that supports their emotional 
and social wellbeing.  It is based on the latest research in neuroscience, attachment theory and child 
development.  Life events can introduce episodes which become interruptions in some children’s 
development.  The THRIVE programme supports staff in creating a differentiated provision response 
to need with carefully planned actions. 
 
At Conifers, we use THRIVE for all ages of children and it is woven into the school daily timetable and 
is supported by the school learning charter.  THRIVE is also used in response to individual or 
emerging need for an individual or group.  In these cases, the school works with parents and carers 
on an agreed action plan. 
 
The school also has a THRIVE base which is our school hub of THRIVE provision.  The base offers 
supportive programmes for children and their families in a variety of ways across the week. 
 
Our Learning Charter 
 
Listen 
Engage 
Ask questions 
Respond 
Never give  
 
The development of positive social, emotional and learning behaviours is at the heart of our behaviour 
policy and the whole school learning charter.  As a THRIVE school, we use our understanding of 
social and emotional development and learning as part of our responses to behaviour.  Our behaviour 
expectations, rewards and sanctions are revisited and reviewed regularly.   
 
Rights:                                                                     
We have the right to:                                                

 Learn 

 Be respected and treated fairly 

 Be heard 

 Feel safe 
 
Rights Respecting Actions  
Allow and help others to learn  
Respect others and treat them fairly and equally 
Listen to others 
Keep ourselves and others safe by: 

 Respecting personal space 

 Using kind hands and feet 

 Saying kind and thoughtful words 
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Expectations: 
We try our best 
We are kind and polite and respect each other 
We walk safely and quietly around our school 
We respect our property and the property of others 
 
Positive rewards  
 
Our positive approaches to behaviour involve us ‘noticing’ good choices and being explicit in 
descriptive feedback and praise, providing reward as reinforcement.  Positive reinforcement is 
consistent across the school by using the ClassDojo reward system.  Children are issued individual, 
group or whole class dojo points for following the school learning charter.  When specific ClassDojo 
points are achieved, the children receive a certificate and a reward.   
 
Weekly Monday assemblies also celebrate the children’s achievements, by issuing Star Writer and 
Star Mathematician certificates for individual children in every year group.  The children’s work is then 
displayed in the school corridor. 
 
Classroom behaviour card system & consequences  
 
Our positive approaches are based on the understanding that children are learning to manage 
themselves with the added complexity that they are doing so within a community of other learners 
who might not yet be skilled.  As a school, we know that triggers and challenges will arise and need to 
be managed. 
 
The classrooms operate a card system with a ‘How am I doing?’ chart, which is a fair and transparent 
system that all children understand. Each child in the class has a named pocket with 4 coloured 
cards. The consequences for behaviour result in change of card.  The explanation of the coloured 
cards is detailed in Appendix 1 in this policy.  The first card is green and is displayed at the beginning 
of each day.  
 
Children who stay on the green card all day will be rewarded with 2 ClassDojo points.  
 
It is important to us that every day is a new day, a new chance to do well. All of the cards are returned 
to green at the end of day.  
 
Exclusions 
 
Internal exclusion  
At Conifers, we define internal exclusion as when a child is removed from a classroom setting, but not 
from the school site, for a temporary period due to inappropriate behaviour (that may have been a first 
occurrence) that breaks the school learning charter.  
 
External exclusion  
In cases of repeated disruption or on occasions of high level inappropriate behaviour such as bullying, 
violence, verbal abuse and defiance, the Headteacher, or in his absence, a member of the Leadership 
Team, can exclude a child for a fixed term. This is not a decision taken lightly and will have been 
reached considering the best interests of the child excluded, and other children affected by his/her 
behaviours. A reintegration meeting will always be established before a child returns from exclusion.  
To prevent repeat exclusions, the school uses the school ‘behaviour support plan’ (Appendix 2) to 
help support the child to be successful in school which could include seeking advice from external 
agencies or additional intervention.   
  
Finally, and in the last resort the Headteacher can use permanent exclusion. This will be in response 
to extreme or repeated high level negative behaviour.  
 
In all cases of exclusion, both fixed term and permanent, the school will comply with Dorset Local 
Authority guidance on exclusion and report cases as required. Parents can appeal against decisions 
made and this will be detailed to them in the letter, which will always be sent out with an exclusion 
letter.  
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This policy should also be read with guidance from the following Department for Education (DFE) 
documents: 

 Unlocking Talent, Fulfilling Potential.  A plan for improving social mobility through education, 
(2017) 

 Behaviour and discipline in schools: a guide for head teachers and school staff (2012) 
2
 

 Screening, searching and confiscation: advice for headteachers, staff and governing bodies 
(2011) 

3
 

 Use of reasonable force: advice for headteachers, staff and governing bodies (2011) 
4
 

 

This policy links with a number of other school policies, including:  

 Anti-Bullying Policy 

 Safe Touch Policy 

 SEN & Disability Policy  

 Child protection policy  

 Attendance Policy  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
2
 http://www.education.gov.uk/aboutdfe/advice/f0076803/behaviour-and-discipline-in-schools-a-guide-for-headteachers-and-

school-staff 
3
 http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/pupilsupport/behaviour/f0076897/screening 

4
 http://www.education.gov.uk/aboutdfe/advice/f0077153/use-of-reasonable-force-advice-for-school-leaders-staff-andgoverning- 

bodies 

http://www.education.gov.uk/aboutdfe/advice/f0077153/use-of-reasonable-force-advice-for-school-leaders-staff-andgoverning-
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The card system 
 

 
Card 

 
Action 

 
What is the child doing? 
 

 
 
Green card 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Child following the class and school 
charter.   
Positive rewards and  
ClassDojo points. 
 
1 Dojo issued at lunchtime 
1 Dojo issued at the home time  
 

 
 
Dojo points for LEARN 
 

 
 
Blue card 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Child given a warning and a reflection 
sheet completed in the classroom. 
 
 

 
 
Calling out, tapping, fidgeting, 
swinging on chairs, persistent talking, 
carrying on working when the teacher 
is talking, leaving seat during working 
time, negative use of body language, 
stopping others working 
 

 
 
Yellow card 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Detention at lunchtime  
 
 

 
 
Continually behaving in any of the 
above ways and/or drawing others 
into negative behaviour, arguing, not 
sharing, answering back, 
hitting/verbal aggression, deliberately 
damaging the school environment, 
breaking property on purpose, 
stealing 
 

 
 
Red card 
 
 
 

 
 
Leadership Team involved 
 
Reflection sheet completed  
 
Staff member to revisit the child 30 
minutes later to check. 

 
Continually behaving in any of the 
above ways and/or violent behaviour, 
aggressive behaviour of any sort, 
inciting others to behave badly, 
damaging furniture or property, 
walking away or out of the 
classroom/school, refusing the 
member of staff, racist 
remarks/comments, bullying. 
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Appendix 2: The support plan to help all children to THRIVE at Conifers 

 

 

Wave 1 

Quality first teaching 

Whole school LEARN and Thrive ethos 

Whole school behaviour management reward system 

Whole class THRIVE action plan and weekly sessions 
 

 

 

Wave 2 

Small group THRIVE interventions 

ELSA session 

School Counsellor session 

Attend nurture club (am) 

Attend lunch club 

School Inclusion Leader involvement/Assessment 

 

  

Wave 3 

1:1 THRIVE intevention in school 

Involvement of Thrive Base team 

Involvement of Behaviour Support 

Involvement of Educational Psychologist 

Refer the whole family to a parenting programme  

CAMHS Involvement  

 

Wave 4 

Risk assessment completed  

Indvidiual timetable implemented (p/t timetable) 

To support the 

provision in school, 

the child will also 

have: 
 

• Positive 

handling plan 

• School 

behaviour 

support plan 

 

The child could 

also be identified 

as having SEN and 

added to the 

school SEN 

register. 
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Appendix: Covid 19 Behaviour principles 

In light of the need for children to behave differently when they return to school from the 
lockdown and to follow any new systems we have put in place, we have made some 
additional changes to the behaviour policy by introducing a new Covid Charter. Behaviour 
policy changes have been communicated with parents, carers, staff, children and Governors. 

Changes to the behaviour policy will include: 

 following any altered routines for arrival or departure 

 following school instructions on hygiene, such as handwashing and sanitising 

 following instructions on who pupils can socialise with at school 

 moving around the school as per specific instructions (for example, one-way systems, out 
of bounds areas, queuing) 

 expectations about sneezing, coughing, tissues and disposal (‘catch it, bin it, kill it’) and 
avoiding touching your mouth, nose and eyes with hands 

 tell an adult if you are experiencing symptoms of coronavirus 

 rules about sharing any equipment or other items including drinking bottles 

 amended expectations about breaks or play times, including where children may or may 
not play 

 use of toilets 

 rewards and sanction system where appropriate  

 adjustments that need to be made for students with more challenging behaviour. 

 Year 6 charter 

 

 

Year R & 1 charter 
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Principles for staff 
 

 From the 1st June, the staff manual signing in sheet and temperature check table will be 
relocated to the school hall to help with social distancing.  Please visit the hall to sign in 
and for your temperature check. 

 If you chose to wear a face mask in school, the school has purchased face masks for staff 
to use if you wish wear one.  Alternately, you can wear your own mask from home.  

 Gloves are also still available if you wish to wear gloves. 

 It is recommended that all staff should change and wash their clothing when they have 
returned home from work. 

 Staff can use the staff room as and when required during break and lunchtimes.  
However, only a maximum of 8 people can use the staff room at the same time to allow 
for social distancing. 

 An occupied sign will be made available outside the ladies toilet to indicate the toilet is 
use.  The sign will be placed in the corridor so only 1 person can use the ladies toilet at a 
time. 

 Like the children and parents, staff will also be expected to follow the guidelines for 
entering and exiting the building, walking along the corridors etc to allow for social 
distancing.  This will be issued soon. 

 In order to help with social distancing in school, any planning or preparation time can be 
completed at home, if all the necessary work which is needed to be done in school, is 
completed. 

 For teaching staff, it is anticipated that there might be some virtual staff meetings but 
there will not be a usual, weekly staff meeting, physically held in school.   

 Frequent briefings are likely to happen so continue to check your emails. 

 From 1st June, the school opening hours return to normal hours.   
 
Children and adults: 

 The children and staff have been allocated to different groups and on a rota basis. Once 
staff and children are put in a group, where possible, these groups will remain the same.  

 Children of key workers and vulnerable children are able to attend school full time but 
these children will not be mixing with their normal class groups if their parents need 
them to be in school full time.  

 
Classroom: 

 Children will sit at individual tables and the tables will have a name label for the table 
made by the children.  The child will sit at the same table every time they are in school.  
We will hopefully have enough tables in the classroom to have group A tables and group 
B tables so the tables can remain in the place every day for cleaning. 

 The children will sit in their own chair which will stay at the same table.  The chairs will 
not be stacked each night but left at the table for cleaning. 

 Resources for individual children will be left on top of the table very night and only 
touched by the child and the cleaner.  Children are to use a school pencil and ruler which 
are kept on the table.  Do not use trays or pencil cases. 

 If the children bring coats to school, these are to be kept on the back of their chairs. 

 Water bottles and snack can be left on the table. 
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 No lunch boxes will be in school  

 Children should not be wandering around the classroom or touching anybody or 
anything. 

 Windows should be open in the classroom and the classroom door left open. 

 Laptops/ipads/computer room should not be used. 
 
Classwork and assessment: 

 Children to continue working in their existing books. 

 The work does not need to be marked by the teacher or TA.  Where possible, the 
children can mark their own work by neatly ticking their answers or adding a sticker. 

 The year R, 1 and 6 teachers will plan and share the resources for the planned work.  
However, the adults for the individual groups will be responsible for preparing the 
resources for their individual group of children.   

 If you need to use a worksheet, use the children to stick in their own worksheet to help 
the adults have less contact with the books. 

 Plan activities which can be completed at individual tables by the children on their own.  
Avoid any group work, working in pairs etc. 

 All extra teaching resources or play resources should be for individual children to use at 
their tables and can be easily cleaned at the end of each day or kept by the children to 
use another day.  

 Where possible, plan for some activities outside but please check the breaktime rota to 
avoid the children mixing. 

 The daily timetable should include activities linked to reading, writing, phonics, maths, 
physical activities.  The children do not need to get changed for PE or have their PE kits 
in school. 

 
Health and hygiene: 

 The disabled toilet will be used as a containment/waiting room for children to wait in if 
they are displaying symptoms of Coronavirus and are waiting to be collected by a 
parent. 

 The children will not have their temperatures checked on arrival to school. 

 Children will need to follow strict handwashing routines throughout the day.  Posters 
about handwashing will be displayed around the school and we recommend the routine 
will include: washing hands on arrival to school, when they enter the classroom, going 
inside and outside for breaktimes, if they touch their face, mouth etc during lesson time.   

 In addition to the above, we recommend that every 20 minutes in year R, all children 
should stop what they are doing, wash their hands and then resume their work/play. 

 Only 2 children at a time will be able to use the each set of toilets (upstairs/downstairs). 
The children will have to be taught and reminded of this throughout the day/week.  

 A box of outdoor play resources will be available for each group of children which can 
only be used by that group of children are breaktimes.  

 The trim trail can only be used by the group of year R children who are on the rota to 
use the trim trial at break time.  No other children can use the trim trail at any other 
point in the day. 
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Transitions and moving around the building: 
From the 1st June, we will be operating a ONE-WAY system, in and out of the school. ONLY 
THE FRONT SCHOOL GATES WILL BE OPEN, THE BACK GATE WILL REMAIN LOCKED. As you 
look at the school, from the main road, the small gate on the right hand side, closest to the 
Fire Station will act as the ENTRY gate, whilst the gate that is positioned at the end of the 
hedged walkway, far left of the car park, will act as the EXIT.  

 Please note, as from the 1st June, NO ACCESS TO LITTLE FIRS WILL BE AVAIALABLE FROM 
THE FRONT OF THE SCHOOL.  

 The gates will open at a precise time and entry to the school will be staggered. Please 
follow the one-way system in place, which will guide you into the playground, where 
your child will be directed, by a member of staff, to a designated spot. You will, in the 
interests of maintaining sound infection control, be expected to leave immediately, and 
follow the one-way system back out of the front gates of the school, adhering to social 
distancing guidelines.  

 Clear markers will be painted on the ground to help with this.  

 At the end of the school day, which will be shortened, you will be admitted back into the 
school, again at staggered intervals, to collect your child, following the same protocols.  

 Please note, that if your child is anxious about returning to school, which we 
acknowledge is both likely and understandable, we will not, unfortunately, as we have 
always been happy to do, assist you in cajoling them in, as this would obviously breach 
social distancing directives and present an infection hazard.   

 
Timings of the day: 
In order to sustain this model; allow staff time to both prepare materials for teaching and 
learning, for those attending school and those in other Year groups not accessing school, by 
maintaining Google Classroom or producing ‘Learning Packs’, time for deep cleaning each 
day and to avoid ‘choke-points’ such as whole school lunchtimes, in addition to entry and 
exit from the school, the day will start between 8:30 am and 9:00 am and then end between 
1:00 pm and 1:30 pm. The details can be seen below. Those children eligible for Universal 
Free School Meals and Free School Meals, will be provided with a packed lunch, as they 
leave the school. More information on this will be circulated separately. All Year groups will 
have a morning break, staggered and spread across the entire school grounds.  
 
Year 1 – Start 8:45 am to 1:15 pm 
Vulnerable / Key Workers – Start 8:45 am to 3:15 pm 
Reception –  Start 9:00 am to 1:00 pm 
Year 6 – Start 9:00 am to 1:30 pm 
 
 
Principles for parents: 

 Ensure you follow the signage and other physical markings in following social distancing 
guidance. 

 Do not loiter on school property. 

 Ensure you child brings NOTHING to school except a water bottle and perhaps a snack. 
These will be kept on them at all times. NO BAGS or RUCKSACKS will be allowed into 
school. 
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 Ensure your contact details are correct and you are available to collect or arrange 
collection of your child immediately, if necessary. 

 Ensure your child’s clothes are frequently washed. 

 If, on entry, your child becomes anxious about attending, be prepared to take them home 
without prior support from school staff. 

 
 
 

 


